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Synopsis

Warning: False Copyright Claims will result in legal actions by Unlimited Press Works, LLC

SPECIAL OFFER $2.99 (Regularly priced: $4.99) Everything I Never Told You is Celeste Ng’s award-winning debut novel. It was released on June 2014. Ng’s novel managed to beat the likes of Stephen King and Hilary Mantel for the 2014 Book of the Year Award. Her debut novel has also won the 2014-2015 Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature in Adult Fiction and the 2014 Alex Award. Currently, Everything I Never Told You is sold in 15 territories worldwide. Celeste Ng’s family thriller is a highly recommended and critically acclaimed work of fiction. Read more....Download your copy today! for a limited time discount of only $2.99! Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. © 2015 All Rights Reserved by Unlimited Press Works, LLC
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Customer Reviews

Well written novel and an appropriate subject. I found the read very difficult due to my upbringing, but several in my book club really enjoyed. So very hard for me to read with the self absorbed Mother.
I couldn't in good conscience recommend this book, in fact I am not sure how it even arrived on my kindle. Trying to be fair I did try and read it. I wish I could have made sense of it. The author writes in first person then third person and it gets very tedious. I probably won't follow this author.

I mistakenly purchased the "Debrief" version, thus am not able to read the entire book as it is meant to be read. My mistake and I will be more careful next time.

This book provides great conversations for book clubs! Lots of conversation starters and also good question to ask to keep the talking going!

got this by mistake. it's not the novel - it's the review of the book. oops

I also thought I was ordering the book. Sorry to have wasted my money,

Didn't realize this was a summary of the book.
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